Effect of Resveratrol Supplementation on the Performance of Dogs in an Eight-Arm Radial Maze
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Abstract: Resveratrol supplements are marketed on the premise they enhance cognitive function. We explored effects of resveratrol supplementation on cognitive function, in the absence of pathology, by assessing effects of resveratrol on the performance of young, healthy, recently gonadectomised dogs in an eight-arm radial maze. Effects of gonadectomy on cognition were also assessed. Performances of untreated intact dogs, resveratrol-treated gonadectomised dogs (60mg/day of resveratrol orally) and placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs were compared in three phases. Dogs received the placebo or resveratrol for two to four weeks before testing began. In phase one, untreated intact (n = 16), resveratrol-treated gonadectomised (n = 6) and placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs (n = 5) were allowed to choose all maze arms they entered. In phase two, untreated intact (n = 15), resveratrol-treated gonadectomised (n = 6) and placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs (n = 5) entered four predetermined arms and then made four free choices from all eight arms. In phase three, a subset of dogs previously tested as untreated intact dogs in phases one and two were tested. In phase three, placebo-treated gonadectomised (n = 6) and resveratrol-treated gonadectomised dogs (n = 6) entered seven predetermined arms and then had free choice between a previously opened arm and the unopened arm. Performance in the maze did not differ significantly between gonadectomised dogs receiving the placebo and gonadectomised dogs receiving resveratrol or between untreated intact dogs and gonadectomised dogs receiving the placebo. We conclude that resveratrol treatment does not improve (and gonadectomy does not impair) the aspects of cognitive function that were tested by the radial arm maze trials in young, healthy dogs receiving extensive handling and environmental/behavioural enrichment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Resveratrol, a plant-derived phytoestrogen, may minimise the deterioration in cognitive function associated with physical and chemical damage to the brain [1-7]. In rats and mice, resveratrol has been found to minimise the adverse brain and cognitive changes induced by neurologically damaging events such as streptozotocin-induced diabetes [1]; percussive cerebral trauma [2]; focal cerebral ischemia (stroke) [3]; oxidative stress caused by intracerebroventricular injection of streptozotocin [4] or cochinine [5]; and neurotoxic substances used to mimic Huntington’s disease [6] and Parkinson’s disease [7]. Resveratrol has been shown to decrease lipid peroxidation and up-regulate antioxidant enzymes in the brains of healthy male rats [8]. This indicates that resveratrol may protect against oxidative damage in the brain.

Resveratrol appears to provide some protection against age-related deterioration in cognitive function. In a study on the short-lived fish Nothobranchius furzeri (maximum recorded captive lifespan of 13 weeks), fish fed a resveratrol supplement did not develop the age-related neurofibrillary degeneration at nine weeks of age that developed in untreated fish [9]. Resveratrol was also shown to prevent an age-associated decline in learning in N. furzeri [9]. In male mice (Mus musculus), older individuals given resveratrol had better balance and motor coordination than untreated individuals of the same age [10].

However, there is little evidence that resveratrol can enhance cognition in healthy individuals in the absence of pathological or age-related cognitive decline. Recent studies on healthy mice and fish only demonstrated a significant difference in cognition between resveratrol-treated and untreated individuals once the untreated individuals had lived more than half their expected lifespan [9, 10]. These results indicate that resveratrol provided some protection to the brain from the effects of aging, without measurably improving cognition in the short term.
Resveratrol supplements are marketed as having the potential to improve cognitive function. Therefore, further studies are warranted to determine whether such supplements improve cognitive function in the absence of significant pathology. We investigated the effects of resveratrol on cognitive function in young, healthy, recently gonadectomised (neutered) dogs, as assessed by their performance in a radial arm maze. For comparison, we also investigated effects of gonadectomy on cognition, given evidence that gonadectomy can reduce cognitive function [11-14]. Dogs were chosen as the test subjects both because resveratrol supplements are being promoted for use in dogs as well as humans, and because dogs have been used as a model for the human brain in studies of aging [15-17].

2. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

2.1. Ethics Statement

All procedures were approved by the University of Queensland Animal Ethics Committee and by the Iams Company’s Institutional Care and Use Committee. Dogs were pair-housed in kennels with runs during the day and housed individually in kennels at night, and were fed commercial dog food at night. Each dog spent 10 to 20 minutes per day in a supervised play group inside a grass exercise yard (approximately 50 metres by 25 metres) that contained objects for the dogs to climb on. Groups of between two and six dogs were in the yard at a time. Whilst in the yard, dogs were not on leads and were able to interact with the dog handlers and the other dogs in the group. The dogs were also given toys (for example, plastic balls, rubber balls, treat balls, rope chews and rubber bones) and could play in a swimming pool. The dogs each received 10 minutes of clicker-based obedience training daily, plus they were routinely given commands when being handled (for example, they were asked to sit at gates and doors before going through). Dogs were re-homed after the completion of the study.

2.2. Study Overview, Subjects and Treatments

A prospective cohort study was used to compare the performance in radial arm maze trials between untreated non-gonadectomised (intact) dogs, resveratrol-treated gonadectomised dogs and placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs. Dogs used in this study were 27 intact, mixed breed dogs involved in a nutrition trial investigating the effect of dietary supplements on weight gain. Dogs were sourced from council pounds and were selected for the nutritional trial based on bodyweight (12 to 30 kilograms), physical examination (clinically healthy), haematology, serum biochemistry, urinalysis and faecal examination. Only dogs with a suitable temperament for re-homing were included in the trial. Age could not be accurately determined but all dogs were estimated to be young adults over seven months of age, ranging from seven to 27 months. The median weight was 17.1 kilograms. Dogs were gonadectomised over a period of two weeks.

The 27 dogs were matched based on gender, bodyweight and body condition score. Each dog was assigned a supplement (resveratrol, from Japanese knotweed, 60mg/day) or a placebo (microcrystalline cellulose). Treatments were assigned using computer-generated random numbers. Each dog was started on the supplement or placebo two weeks after it was gonadectomised. These were given once daily at feeding time in microcrystalline cellulose capsules. Dogs were fed a dry extruded canine maintenance diet, and were fed in excess of maintenance energy requirements after gonadectomy.

2.3. Testing Apparatus

An eight-arm radial maze was used to test the spatial and working memory of the study dogs (Figs. 1 and 2). The maze was comprised of an aluminium frame covered with opaque vinyl, on a plywood base covered with vinyl. The maze con-
sisted of eight, equally spaced, L-shaped arms that radiated outwards from a central circular area. Hinged doors were placed at the junction of each arm with the central area. These doors allowed each arm to be closed off independently. Arms were numbered one to eight (Fig. 1). The dogs entered and exited the maze through a door in arm number one. We chose the radial arm maze as the testing apparatus for our study as it is commonly used to test spatial and working memory in other species, and therefore comparisons with other species could be more easily made. It has been shown to be effective in this regard, particularly when measures that prevent the use of a physical strategy to complete the challenge are implemented [18, 19] (as was the case in phases two and three of our study).

Each arm was baited with commercial dog biscuits in double-layered microwave bowls (Fig. 3). To create a constant food odour at the end of each arm, five biscuits were placed in the bottom of each bowl and these were replaced daily. The top layer of each bowl was perforated to allow the smell of the biscuits in the bottom to escape and was clipped to the bottom layer to prevent the dogs accessing the bottom biscuits. Two more biscuits were placed in the top layer of the bowl as a food reward. The type of dog biscuit used was changed halfway through the study because the dogs appeared to be becoming less motivated by the original type of biscuit. Other odour clues in the maze were disguised by smearing and neutralising the odours using a mop. The maze was mopped before and after each dog’s trial as well as between the forced and free choice sections of the trials in phases two and three. The dogs were restrained using a five metre extendable leash that was released during the trials. A stopwatch was used to measure the duration of each trial as well as the delay between the forced and free choice sections during which mopping took place.

### 2.4. Testing Protocol

Trials were carried out six mornings a week. A trial consisted of eight choices made by a dog. The dogs entered each maze arm in order to retrieve food rewards at the end of the arm. A choice was considered correct when a dog entered an arm it had not previously entered during that trial. An incorrect choice was made when a dog re-entered an arm it had previously entered during that trial. The dog had to move at least two-thirds of the way down an arm for it to be considered ‘entered’. A marker was placed two-thirds of the way down each arm to ensure consistency. Typically, once a dog had moved two-thirds of the way down an arm, it continued on to the end of the arm and ate the food reward located there.

One person handled the dogs and stood in the centre of the maze during the trials. This person stood behind the dog and did not move during its trials, to avoid influencing the dog’s choices. Another person stood in a set position outside the maze and recorded the dog’s movements, the duration of the trials and the delay between the forced and free choice sections. The person recording the data only entered the maze to mop the floor and to open and close the doors. The data recorder stood at ground level as the entire maze could be easily viewed from that position. In order to reduce dis-
tractions to the dogs, no other people were present during the trials.

The dogs were each given approximately 10 practice trials to familiarise them with the maze before testing started. During these practice trials, baited bowls were initially placed halfway along the arms, within the dogs’ sight, to encourage them to enter the arms. Bowls were then moved during the course of the practice trials until the dogs would willingly move around the maze with the bowls at the ends of the arms. These practice trials were continued until the dogs found all the food rewards. Testing started approximately a month after the practice trials were held. The trials for the test sample of untreated intact dogs occurred several months before they were gonadectomised. The gonadectomised dogs were started on either the placebo or resveratrol two weeks after gonadectomy and their maze trials occurred two to four weeks after the treatments were initiated. The dogs received the treatments for 16 weeks in total. Testing was divided into three phases.

2.4.1. Phase One: Assessment of Memory in a Free Choice Paradigm

Phase one compared the performances of untreated intact dogs, resveratrol-treated gonadectomised dogs, and placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs. Phase one was used to study the length of time it took for the dogs to learn the task, the development of choice patterns and the nature of errors made.

Twenty-seven dogs participated in phase one. Sixteen of these were tested before gonadectomy as untreated intact dogs. The other 11 dogs (six resveratrol-treated and five placebo-treated) were included after they had been gonadectomised. In phase one, the performances of untreated intact dogs \( (n = 16) \), resveratrol-treated gonadectomised dogs \( (n = 6) \) and placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs \( (n = 5) \) were compared when the dogs were allowed to choose all the maze arms they entered. No dog was enrolled in more than one group.

At the start of each trial, the doors to all arms were opened. The dog was led into the centre of the maze and made to sit. The trial began when the extendable lead was released. The dog was allowed to explore the maze until it had found all food rewards or until 20 minutes had passed, but only the first eight arms entered in each trial counted towards the dog’s score for that trial. There was provision for a dog to be given more time or allowed to repeat a trial if it had entered the maze arms less than eight times by the end of 20 minutes. Sequential arm choices were recorded. The time between consecutive trials for each dog was generally between one and six days. The trials were repeated until, over four consecutive trials, the dogs achieved an average of at least 7.2 correct choices out of their first eight choices in each trial, except for two dogs that had consistently low scores. Their testing was stopped once all other dogs had reached the success criterion. The numbers of trials required to reach the success criterion were compared between the three groups.

2.4.2. Phase Two: Assessment of Memory in a Paradigm Involving Four Forced Choices and Four Free Choices

Once the dogs reached the success criterion in phase one, they participated in phase two. The purpose of phase two was to force the dogs to use memory rather than a physical strategy to complete the task. Phase one could be completed by developing a physical strategy such as always choosing the arm to the left of the one previously entered. However, in phase two, the first four arms that the dogs entered were chosen for them using a system of random assignment without replication. Therefore, to successfully complete the tasks in phase two, the dogs had to remember which arms they had previously entered because a physical strategy would no longer be sufficient. The time between a dog finishing phase one and starting phase two depended on how long it took the dog to complete phase one and the availability of the researchers, with the median time being 19 days. Phase two compared the performances of untreated intact dogs \( (n = 15) \), resveratrol-treated gonadectomised dogs \( (n = 6) \) and placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs \( (n = 5) \). No dog was enrolled in more than one group. Two dogs failed to achieve the success criterion in phase one and one of these dogs was used in phase two. This dog was tested as an untreated intact dog in phase one but was tested in phase two as a placebo-treated gonadectomised dog. The dog excluded from phase two was a placebo-treated gonadectomised dog in phase one. Dogs entered four predetermined arms one at a time (which constituted the forced choice section) and were then allowed to make four free choices from all eight arms.

At the start of each trial, the dog was led into the centre of the maze and made to sit. The doors to all arms were closed and one door was then opened. The dog was allowed to enter that arm and consume the food reward at the end of it. The dog was then made to sit in the centre of the maze and the door was closed. This was repeated with three other arms and constituted the forced choice section of the trial. These four arms and the order they were opened were randomly assigned before the trials using computer-generated random numbers.

Once the dog had returned from the fourth arm and was sitting in the centre of the maze, the area directly around the dog as well as part of each arm were mopped. In each arm, only the third closest to the dog was mopped. The doors to all of the arms were then opened. The extendable lead was released and the dog was allowed to enter the maze arms four times. The trial ended when the dog had made four free choices from all eight arms. Sequential arm choices and the delay between the forced and free choice sections were recorded for each trial. The delay varied between 25 and 45 seconds for individual trials but the mean length of the delay and standard deviation were similar for the three groups. The mean ± standard deviation was 36.27 ± 4.60 seconds for the untreated intact dogs, 35.64 ± 3.42 seconds for the placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs and 35.07 ± 3.64 for the resveratrol-treated gonadectomised dogs.

The time between consecutive trials for each dog was generally between one and six days. The trials were repeated until, over four consecutive trials, the dogs achieved an average of at least 3.2 correct choices out of the first four free choices in each trial, except for one dog that had consistently
low scores. Its testing was stopped once all other dogs had reached the success criterion. The numbers of trials taken to reach the success criterion were compared between the three groups.

2.4.3. Phase Three: Assessment of Memory in a Paradigm Involving Seven Forced Choices and One Free Choice

In phase three, a subset of dogs previously tested as untreated intact dogs in phases one and two were tested as placebo-treated or resveratrol-treated gonadectomised dogs. Dogs entered seven predetermined arms one at a time (which constituted the forced choice section) and were then given the free choice between a previously opened arm and the arm that had not been previously opened. The first seven arms were systematically chosen for them, to study serial position effects (reported in a separate study\(^1\)).

Phase three ran concurrently with the trials of the gonadectomised dogs in phase two. Twelve dogs tested as untreated intact dogs in phases one and two were tested as resveratrol-treated and placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs in phase three. In phase three, the performances of resveratrol-treated gonadectomised dogs (\(n = 6\)) and placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs (\(n = 6\)) were compared. No dog was enrolled in more than one group.

At the start of each trial, the dog was led to the centre of the maze and made to sit. All the arm doors were closed and one door was then opened. The dog was permitted to enter that arm and consume the food reward at the end of it. The dog was then made to sit in the centre of the maze and the door was closed. This was repeated with six other arms and constituted the forced choice section of the trial. The arms used in the forced choice section and the sequence in which they were opened were randomly assigned before the trials using computer-generated random numbers.

Once the seven arms of the forced choice section had been entered, the dog was made to sit in the centre of the maze. After the floors were mopped, two doors were then simultaneously opened: (1) the door to one of the arms that the dog had previously entered in either serial position one, three, five or seven (serving as a distracter arm that had been randomly chosen using computer-generated random numbers); and (2) the door of the arm that the dog had not entered in the forced choice section of the trial. The area directly around the dog as well as part of these two arms had been mopped before the doors were opened. Within each arm, only the third closest to the dog was mopped. Once the doors were opened, the lead was released and the dog was allowed to enter one of the arms. The arm choices and the delay between the forced and free choice sections were recorded for each trial. The delay varied from 11 to 15 seconds. There were one to five days between consecutive trials for each dog, except for one period where no trials were performed for approximately three weeks. The number of trials performed per dog varied between 16 and 22 (mean 19.0). The percentages of trials where the dog chose the correct arm (that is, the previously un-entered arm) of the two offered were compared between the two groups.

2.5. Statistical Analyses

For phases one and two, the number of trials taken to reach the success criterion was analysed by comparing Kaplan-Meier survival functions in pair-wise comparisons between groups (untreated intact, placebo-treated gonadectomised and resveratrol-treated gonadectomised), using log-rank tests. This approach allowed dogs that did not reach the success criterion to still contribute to the analyses; these dogs were right-censored at the number of their last trial. For phase three, the binary outcome variable (correct or incorrect arm chosen) was modelled using generalised estimating equations (GEE) with trial fitted within dog, with binomial error distributions and logit links, and with serial position of the incorrect door (the sequence number when that door was previously opened either first, third, fifth or seventh of the seven doors) and treatment (resveratrol or placebo) fitted as fixed effects. This approach was used to account for correlations (or lack of statistical independence) of repeated trials in the same dog. Such correlations seemed plausible as some dogs may have been correct consistently more than other dogs. Robust standard errors were used. Three models were fitted to analyse the phase three data. In the first model, an autoregressive correlation structure was fitted. This assumed that within each dog, the correlation between results for any pair of trials decreased with increasing time or (more specifically) with increasing numbers of trials between the pair of trials. An exchangeable correlation structure was fitted in the second model. This assumed the same correlation within each dog between any pair of trials. In the third model, trial number was fitted as a continuous variable with an exchangeable correlation structure; this accounted for any systematic linear change in log odds of dogs choosing the correct door with additional trials. All three models took into account the effects of the serial position of the distracter arm and therefore controlled for any confounding of primacy/recency on effects of treatment. The estimated effects of treatment (resveratrol or placebo) from the three models were very similar and so only the results of the first model are reported. Statistical analyses were performed using Stata 10.1® (StataCorp, College Station, Texas, USA).

3. RESULTS

3.1. Effect of Gonadectomy on Memory

3.1.1. Phase One: Assessment of Memory in a Free Choice Paradigm

Phase one assessed the effect of gonadectomy on the performance of dogs in an eight-arm radial maze when the dogs were allowed to choose all the arms they entered. Percentiles and medians of the number of trials taken to reach the success criterion in phase one (an average of at least 7.2 correct choices out of the first eight choices in each trial, over four consecutive trials) are summarised for each group in Table 1. The numbers of trials taken to reach the success criterion were not significantly different (\(p = 0.81\)) between untreated intact dogs (\(n = 16\)) and placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs (\(n = 5\)). One of the untreated intact dogs and one of the
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1 Craig M, Rand J, Shyan-Norwal M et al. Domestic dogs demonstrate a primacy serial position effect using the radial arm maze. In press.
placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs failed to reach the success criterion.

3.1.2. Phase Two: Assessment of Memory in a Paradigm Involving Four Forced Choices and Four Free Choices

Phase two assessed the effect of gonadectomy on memory when the dogs were permitted to enter four predetermined arms and were then allowed to make four free choices from all eight arms. Percentiles and medians of the number of trials taken to reach the success criterion in phase two (an average of at least 3.2 correct choices out of the first four free choices in each trial, over four consecutive trials) are summarised for each group in Table 2. There was no significant difference (p = 0.53) between the numbers of trials taken to reach the success criterion by the untreated intact dogs (n = 15) and the placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs (n = 5). One of the placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs failed to reach the success criterion.

3.2. Effect of Resveratrol on Memory

3.2.1. Phase One: Assessment of Memory in a Free Choice Paradigm

In phase one, the effect of resveratrol on the performance of dogs in an eight-arm radial maze was assessed when the dogs were allowed to choose all the arms they entered. Percentiles and medians of the number of trials taken to reach the success criterion in phase one (an average of at least 7.2 correct choices out of the first eight choices in each trial, over four consecutive trials) are summarised for each group in Table 1. There was no significant difference (p = 0.52) in the numbers of trials taken to reach the success criterion between the placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs (n = 5) and the resveratrol-treated gonadectomised dogs (n = 6). One of the placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs failed to reach the success criterion.

3.2.2. Phase Two: Assessment of Memory in a Paradigm Involving Four Forced Choices and Four Free Choices

In phase two, the effect of resveratrol on the performance of dogs in an eight-arm radial maze was assessed when the dogs were permitted to enter four predetermined arms and were then allowed to make four free choices from all eight arms. Percentiles and medians of the number of trials taken to reach the success criterion in phase two (an average of at least 3.2 correct choices out of the first four free choices in each trial, over four consecutive trials) are summarised for each group in Table 2. No significant difference (p = 0.15) was observed between the placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs (n = 5) and the resveratrol-treated gonadectomised dogs (n = 6) in the number of trials taken to reach the success criterion. One of the placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs failed to reach the success criterion.

3.2.3. Phase Three: Assessment of Memory in a Paradigm Involving Seven Forced Choices and One Free Choice

Phase three assessed the effect of resveratrol on the performance of dogs in an eight-arm radial maze when the dogs had to choose between an un-entered arm and an arm previously entered in serial position one, three, five or seven. The percentages of trials in which the placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs (n = 6) chose the correct arm (99/118 or
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Table 1. Median and Upper and Lower Quartile Distribution for the Numbers of Trials in an Eight-arm Radial Maze that were Required for Dogs to Reach the Success Criterion (an Average of at Least 7.2 Correct Choices Out of the First Eight Choices in Each Trial, Over Four Consecutive Trials) in Phase One, where Dogs were Allowed to Choose from All Eight Arms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment group</th>
<th>25th percentile</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>75th percentile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Untreated intact dogs (n = 16)</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs (n = 5)</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resveratrol-treated gonadectomised dogs (n = 6)</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All dogs (n = 27)</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Median and Upper and Lower Quartile Distribution for the Numbers of Trials in an Eight-arm Radial Maze that were Required for Dogs to Reach the Success Criterion (an Average of at Least 3.2 Correct Choices Out of the First Four Free Choices in Each Trial, Over Four Consecutive Trials) in Phase Two, where Dogs were Permitted to Enter Four Predetermined Arms and were then Allowed to Make Four Free Choices from All Eight Arms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment group</th>
<th>25th percentile</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>75th percentile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Untreated intact dogs (n = 15)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placebo-treated gonadectomised dogs (n = 5)</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resveratrol-treated gonadectomised dogs (n = 6)</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All dogs (n = 26)</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
83.9%) and the resveratrol-treated gonadectomised dogs (n = 6) chose the correct arm (92/110 or 83.6%) did not differ significantly (p = 0.98; odds ratio = 0.99; 95% confidence interval 0.48 to 2.03).

4. DISCUSSION

Since there is evidence to suggest that gonadectomy can reduce cognitive function [11-14], we investigated whether the performance of gonadectomised dogs in a radial arm maze would be impaired compared to that of intact dogs. However, we found no significant difference in performance between gonadectomised dogs and intact dogs. This result was not completely unexpected as, in a study using rats, a significant difference in cognitive function between sham-operated rats and gonadectomised rats was only seen seven months after gonadectomy [20], which is longer than the time between gonadectomy and the start of testing in our study (which was four to six weeks).

We also assessed effects of resveratrol on cognitive function in gonadectomised dogs. Findings from several studies have demonstrated that performance of dogs in cognitive tests (including those that examine spatial memory) can be improved by various substances (including antioxidants, mitochondrial cofactors and a pharmaceutical with alpha-1 adrenergic agonist action) and by behavioural enrichment [21-25]. Oral administration of resveratrol has been used with success in previous studies of cognitive function in animals [3, 5, 9, 10]. There are very few studies on the bioavailability of resveratrol in dogs. However, in two studies examining the toxicity of resveratrol in dogs, doses of 200 to 1200mg/kg administered orally in capsules resulted in detectable levels of resveratrol and its metabolites in plasma [26, 27]. A biological effect on weight gain, body condition, body fat and energy consumption was evident in our dogs at 60mg/dog, indicating that resveratrol was bioavailable at this lower dose in dogs (unpublished data [2]). Furthermore, a study in humans demonstrated an effect of resveratrol at a dose of approximately 1.5mg/kg [28], which is lower than the dose used in our study (2 to 5mg/kg). Finally, a resveratrol supplement is available for dogs at a recommended dose of 5mg per 13.6kg body weight (0.37mg/kg) [3]. Therefore, we sought to investigate whether short-term oral treatment with resveratrol would improve the performance of young, healthy, recently gonadectomised dogs in an eight-arm radial maze. Based on our results, we conclude that short-term resveratrol treatment at 60mg/dog does not improve the aspects of cognitive function assessed by these radial arm maze trials in young, healthy dogs managed in the same way as dogs in our study.

One possible explanation for the absence of an observed effect of resveratrol in our study is that resveratrol acts by minimising deterioration in cognitive function, not by enhancing cognitive function. Many studies have indicated that resveratrol can minimise the deleterious effect on cognition of aging and physical and chemical damage to the brain [1-7, 9, 10]. Furthermore, resveratrol has been shown to prevent oxidative damage [8] and to clear the beta-amyloid peptides that are associated with Alzheimer’s disease [29, 30]. However, there is no evidence that resveratrol enhances cognition in the absence of pathology (as is the situation in young, healthy individuals). One study in young rats showed that resveratrol did not affect the levels of several cerebral metabolites or improve the performance in maze tasks in normal individuals [5]. However, resveratrol did minimise the adverse effects of the neurotoxin colchicine on these parameters. If resveratrol can only protect the brain against damage (as opposed to being able to enhance its function), resveratrol would not be expected to produce a measurable effect on cognition in young, healthy individuals, such as the dogs in our study.

Another possible explanation for the lack of an observed effect of resveratrol in our study was the short duration of treatment. The dogs received resveratrol for only two to four weeks before testing began and the total duration of treatment was only four months. In previous studies where resveratrol was shown to have an effect on cognition, the subjects were given resveratrol for at least one third of their lifespan [9, 10]. Short periods of resveratrol treatment in rats, such as a single dose [2] or 21 days of treatment [4], have produced positive effects on cognition, but the animals used in those studies had been subjected to neurological trauma or treatment with a neurotoxic substance. The failure to observe an effect after short-term treatment is a logical outcome if resveratrol’s effect on cognitive function is mediated through protecting the brain against damage. In the previous studies where cognitive function was assessed in healthy animals, a significant effect of resveratrol was only seen when subjects were middle-aged or aged [9, 10]. In both Nothobranchius furzeri and mice, a significant difference in cognition between the resveratrol-treated individuals and untreated individuals was only seen once the untreated animals had lived more than half their expected lifespan [9, 10]. One logical explanation for the results of those studies is that resveratrol prevented the neurological pathology that is known to increase with age [31-34] but did not enhance cognition when the animals were young. The dogs in our study would not have aged much during the course of resveratrol treatment and so there would have been little brain pathology to prevent.

Our failure to observe an effect of resveratrol may also have been due to the effects of our procedures on the dogs’ behavioural responses. Environmental/behavioural enrichment and extensive handling may interfere with the extent of any improvement in spatial tasks imparted by oestrogen [35-37], and the dogs in our study received both extensive handling and environmental/behavioural enrichment. It is reasonable to suggest that these factors may also influence the extent of any positive effects of resveratrol on cognition as resveratrol has oestrogen-like effects [38]. Studies comparing mice exposed to enriched environments (provided by

---


3 Resvantage Canine®, Advantage Biosciences, 1580 Monrovia Ave, Newport Beach, California, USA.
cage mates, toys and running wheels) and non-enriched environments have shown that, in certain tests of cognitive function, oestrogen appeared to only improve performance in non-enriched mice and not in enriched mice [35, 36]. In some of the tests, mice that received both oestrogen and enrichment performed worse than mice that received either oestrogen or enrichment [36]. In other tests, oestrogen failed to further enhance the performance of the enriched mice beyond the improvement caused by environmental enrichment; the enriched, oestrogen-treated mice and the enriched, placebo-treated mice did not differ significantly in performance but did perform significantly better than the non-enriched, placebo-treated mice in the same tests [35]. This pattern was also apparent when rats were exposed to increased handling [37]. In radial arm maze trials, oestradiol-treated rats that received standard handling and placebo-treated rats and oestradiol-treated rats that received increased handling all performed at a similar level that was significantly better than placebo-treated rats that received standard handling [37]. Thus, the oestradiol failed to enhance performance beyond the improvement caused by the increased handling [37]. This seems to indicate that a ceiling effect can occur and that, if cognitive performance is significantly improved by environmental enrichment or increased handling, oestrogen may not be able to further improve performance. The dogs in our study received environmental/behavioural enrichment through pair-housing, daily training, toys and a group exercise yard. Thus, the enrichment they received was similar to that given to the mice in the studies on oestrogen and enrichment. It was also very similar to the enrichment provided to the dogs in a study that showed that behavioural/environmental enrichment (provided by kennel mates, increased exercise, toys and a series of cognitive tests) improved the performance of aged dogs in black/white discrimination and reversal tasks [24]. Therefore, a ceiling effect may have also occurred in our study. The environmental enrichment that the dogs received may have improved their performance over what they would have otherwise achieved and the resveratrol supplementation may not have been able to further enhance their performance beyond that improvement.

Our failure to observe an effect of resveratrol may also be because our maze did not test the aspects of cognitive function in dogs that are enhanced by resveratrol. Previous studies on the effect of resveratrol on cognition in healthy animals used a shuttlebox task which tests operant learning [9], and a rotorod which evaluates balance and coordination [10] as opposed to the maze trials in our study which examined aspects of spatial and working memory. Resveratrol has been shown to improve the performance of rats in maze trials but the rats used in those studies had been given a neurotoxic substance [4, 5].

Given our findings, we suggest that further studies investigate, the effects of resveratrol in aged dogs with signs of cognitive deficits, and also, whether long-term supplementation from the time of gonadectomy protects against age-related cognitive decline in dogs. Research such as our study has important implications for both human and canine health as dogs are known to develop age-related cognitive dysfunc-

5. CONCLUSION

We conclude that short-term resveratrol treatment does not improve (and gonadectomy does not impair) the cognitive function assessed by these radial arm maze trials in young, healthy dogs receiving extensive handling and environmental/behavioural enrichment. Further research is required in this area to allow consumers to be more informed about the value of resveratrol supplements.
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